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Abstract
This historical note reviews the work that resulted in the
publication of the structure of Vitamin B12. The collabora-
tions and resulting friendships that developed during this
time made a strong impression on the author and encour-
aged her to pursue a scientific career. VC 2014 by The Inter-
national Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,
00(0):000–000, 2014.
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Introduction
It is the end of another academic term and inevitably sev-
eral chemistry majors have sent me e-mails requesting let-
ters of recommendation for medical school. They visit my
office armed with their resum!es and personal statements
that amplify their love for science and their desire to work
with people. Some are almost apologetic “it’s not that I
don’t love science” or disappointed that I don’t “get” that
the only possible career for a “people person” scientist is
medicine.
Many such exchanges over the years have caused me
to examine my own career choice. What was it about sci-
ence and research appealed to me? Unlike many of my stu-
dents, I had a scientist father and had many indelible child-
hood impressions about doing science. Growing up, I
learned that scientists 1) make lifelong friendships that are
renewed via letters and travel to meetings and visits and 2)
tackle a compelling problem over a long period of time. In
this essay, I will discuss my observations and recollections
of my father, John G. White in Princeton, NJ, and his col-
laborator, Dorothy C. Hodgkin in Oxford, UK, and their
endeavor to determine the three-dimensional structure of
Vitamin B12 in the 1950s [1]. Vitamin B12, or cyanocobala-
min, is found in raw liver and was discovered to be the
cure for pernicious anemia in 1948 [2].
At this time, crystallographic computing was in its
infancy, visualization tools were unknown, and with 93 non-
hydrogen atoms, complete structure determination was an
ambitious undertaking. Success in structure determination
of a molecule this large might provide encouragement that
protein structures could be solved [3, 4]. Cyanocobalamin
has an elegant structure with the central cobalt ion octahe-
drally coordinated to four nitrogen pyrroles in a corrin ring,
a nucleotide, and a cyanide group (Figure 1). At the outset of
the research, not all of the chemical constituents or how they
bonded were known, thus analytical methods and degrada-
tion products were used to strengthen the crystallographic
conclusions. The authors eloquently stated this point in their
1955 article: “To be able to write down a chemical structure
very largely from purely crystallographic evidence on the
arrangement of atoms in space—and the chemical structure
of a quite formidably large molecule at that—is for any crys-
tallographer something of a dream-like situation” [1].
The first lesson that I learned was that science is col-
laborative and that there was, even in pre-Facebook days,
an abundance of communication, although on a much
slower time scale. In my younger years, blue aerogramme
letters arrived from exotic locations, and I learned that
both men and women were part of the international scien-
tific enterprise. They discussed details of crystal forms,
refinements, and missing atoms mixed with the news about
new babies and houses. The core group of collaborators
continued to send letters and family photos for decades. My
dad’s returns from conferences were happy occasions at
which meetings with friends and collaborators were
recounted. I was especially impressed at the special bond
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that existed between a professor and early graduate stu-
dents. News of Hodgkin’s 1964 Nobel Prize was announced
in our house by a very exciting early morning flurry of
telegrams.
For me, the supremely social aspect of science was one
of my first observations of the adult world. When I met the
Hodgkin family in my early 20s, I was impressed at their
graceful hospitality and cosmopolitan interests. As I pro-
gressed through graduate and postdoctoral training to my
current position, I too was delighted to form these strong
associations with colleagues, professors, and students.
Being part of a research group, and later creating my own
research group, has been one of my most satisfying activ-
ities for scientific, pedagogical, and social reasons.
The second lesson I learned observing my father was
that doing science requires persistence, single-minded soli-
tary hard work, and a belief in the importance of the
research problem. I often saw my dad doing rapid slide-
rule calculations, going through stacks of computer print-
outs, or visualizing hand-drawn electron density maps with
corkboard, wire, and wax ball models. Ironically, Hodgkin
was initially optimistic that the structure of vitamin B12
would soon be in hand as the cobalt position was visible by
1950, yet the full structure was not published until 1955
[3]. Although some of my students may find this to be an
impossibly long period of time to be immersed in one prob-
lem, I find it to be an intellectual necessity, one that is a
worthy pursuit requiring the reworking of existing strat-
egies, use of new technologies, and development of inter-
disciplinary collaborations. In the Vitamin B12 research,
assistance in structure calculations that produced the par-
tial structure published in 1954 was given by four women
using tabulating machines, whereas the article published in
1956 acknowledges help from two men and two women
using an electronic computer [5, 6]. Indeed, due, in part, to
this risky effort by researchers on both sides of the Atlantic,
X-ray crystallography has been used to solve just more
than 90,000 macromolecular structures [7], and we are
now in the midst of a celebration “2014 International Year
of Crystallography” (www.iycr2014.org/).
Years later, through decades-old letters from Hodgkin
and others, I learned some hard scientific realities concern-
ing the delicate negotiations required to transition from
unintentional competition to collaboration (personal corre-
spondence, D. C. Hodgkin to J. G. White, October 4, 1950;
Bodleian Library, University of Oxford). Fortunately,
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advancing science and fairly apportioning authorship seem
to have been the driving forces in the Vitamin B12 collabora-
tion (personal correspondence, D. C. Hodgkin to J. G. White,
August 7, 1955 and November 13, 1958; Bodleian Library,
University of Oxford). Throughout my career, I have found
participation in long-term research projects, with the inevi-
table ebb and flow of activities and successes, to be both
stimulating and satisfying, and yes, seeing a macromolecular
structure for the first time after completing years of bio-
chemical experiments was a “dream-like situation” for me.
The challenge that we face today is in communicating
the special nature of the scientific community and the
workings of research groups to all of our young students.
We need robust, real-world research programs that wel-
come neophyte researchers so that students can “test
drive” the life of a researcher. However, we also need to be
tolerant of students who select medicine and other profes-
sions despite our best efforts to introduce them to life in
the laboratory. Perhaps they will fondly remember their
days at the research bench and apply their personal knowl-
edge of the scientific community to funding decisions or
public policy debates.
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